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Gender is a divisive concept, and not only because it divides the population into men, women, hijras1, queers
and other groups, but also because the frequent and deep disagreements it triggers. In fact, Hofstede (1998)
referred to gender as the “taboo dimension” in the contact between different cultures, because of so many
and so different cultural prescriptions on how we should interpret and express gender. We see a profusion
of literature and new concepts around gender in the last decades. For some people the mere existence of
the concept of gender is disturbing. In this section we’ll explore the concept of gender, its relevance in crosscultural settings and we’ll explore the critical incidents revolving around gender.
So what does gender actually mean? Why is it a controversial notion? Before addressing the
question of cultural diversity in gender, maybe it is necessary to explore its difference from the concept of
biological sex..

Biological sex versus gender
“Gender refers to the socially-constructed set of expectations,
behaviours and activities of women and men which are attributed
to them on the basis of their sex. Social expectations regarding any
given set of gender roles depend on a particular socio-economic,
political and cultural context and are affected by other factors
including race, ethnicity, class, sexual orientation and age. Gender
roles are learned and vary widely within and between different
human societies and change over time”2.
Biological sex refers to the biological characteristics, the physical
and genetic peculiarities of sexuality. What indeed constitutes a
“real” woman or man in biological terms? The simple genetic
formula “XX” with its two X chromosomes is only part of the story.
Although in most of our every-day life it may be a taken for granted
fact that people belong to the big group of men or women, there are
still a lot of people who do not fully fit into his or her own category
even in biological terms. Our bodies, its anatomy, functions,
appearance, how it reacts, feels varies from person to person.
Intersex people are for example individuals born with any of several
variations in sex characteristics including chromosomes, gonads,
sex hormones or genitals that, according to the UN Office of the
High Commissioner for Human Rights, "do not fit the typical
definitions for male or female bodies". Transsexual people
experience a gender identity that is inconsistent with their assigned
sex, and desire to permanently transition to the sex or gender with
which they identify, usually seeking medical assistance (including
sex reassignment therapies, such as hormone replacement therapy
and sex reassignment surgery) to help them align their body with
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their identified sex or gender. Transsexual is often used as a subset of transgender, but some transsexual
people reject the label of transgender.3
Still, the most common answer would be to this question that woman and man are the two sexes. That is the
reason why most societies have the binary system to categorize their gender expectations towards two
genders namely men and women.
So, in contrast to the concept of « sex » referring to biological and physiological differences between male,
female and intersex persons, gender thus highlights the cultural expectations and conceptions for
differentiating the two (or more) genders and regulating their relationship, giving answers to questions such
as:
▪
How many genders are there?
▪
How should men / women / third gender people present themselves and behave?
▪
What is better: increasing the differences between them or diminishing the differences?
▪
What should their relationship be like? How should their power/freedom/autonomy relations be?
Of course, different cultures offer different answers to these questions,
and this diversity of answers is the first source of tensions, misunderstandings
and conflicts in cross-cultural settings concerning gender. Possibly even more
than in other domains of cultural differences, when it comes to gender, perceiving
a different ritualization, behaviour entails stronger emotional reactions and more
intense judgements, since it touches essential values like freedom, equality and
justice, as well as individual’s identity, role in society etc..
A second source of tension is possibly a result of this “hypersensitivity”
of the domain. It appears on a more abstract level, not focusing on actual
differences but on the discourse on gender (and gender equality) and its
connection to racist and xenophobic discourse. Farris (2012) coined the term
“femonationalism” to describe the (ab)use of feminist claims as arguments for the
superiority of Western society in contrast to the “sexist” and “backward” societies
where migrants supposedly come from. We see the practical applications of this idea in political campaigns
and right-wing newspaper and the indirect implications in the self-censorship of youth workers who don’t
authorise themselves even to ask gender-related questions by fear that they may be turned into racist /
xenophobic comments.
In the following we’ll explore both of these windows, referring back to illustrations from the critical
incidents we collected.

Cultural differences in gender
a) How many genders are there and how do we categorise into genders?
While most definitions and conceptions of gender will focus on the distinction between men and women, this
is not a universal or evident question. There are some examples from non-Western cultures about “third”
or “fourth” genders, such as the hijras in India, the fa'afafine of Polinesia, the Muxe of Mexico to name only a
few. All these imply that a “third” or more set of roles and characteristics is imagined, beyond the set of
rules for men and women. But the “gender binarism” is also under critique in the “West”: non-binary or
genderqueer identifications depict a continuum or spectrum of gender identities, beyond what’s seen as
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male or female. The conception of gender fluidity refers to gender identity that is not permanent (eg.
determined by biological sex) can change over time.
The number of genders did not trigger any critical incidents in our collection, but there is one
incident that points to the controversiality of thinking in terms of a gender binary. In the incident
“Homophobic” (NL) a Syrian man refers to another man as “girl” because of his sexual orientation.

b) How should men / women present themselves and behave? To what extent should they be
different?
Most of the gender-related incidents we collected revolve
around the question what the appropriate self-presentation
and behaviour for men and women are. This question cannot
be treated without a deeper one: do we wish to minimise the
difference between genders or rather allow them, make them
visible and increase them as we want. Each culture (whether
national, professional or musical or any other subculture,
etc.) positions itself along this dimension, and often opting for
different answers according to the domain of life.
Differentiation can refer to a great variety of practices and
behaviour: professional choices of men and women (e.g.: are
there women presidents, are there male kindergarten
teachers), use of space ( different changing rooms for men and women in the gym), way of speaking (e.g. can
women use the same words as men and vice versa without being ridiculed?), dress codes (e.g. can women
wear pants, can men wear skirts?) etc. In the situation “The handyman“ (NL) we can explore a couple of
examples of the culturally different expectations and roles that refer to a woman or a man. The narrator
believes that a woman has the right for a private space, time, to her physical integrity, sexual and social
autonomy. If she is home alone does not necessarily mean that she needs a company of a man.The narrator
has double cultural identity but when it comes to the domain of gender she associated herself more to the
Dutch model than the Turkish. ´A woman communicates openly, she takes public roles, she can be
independent.´ - this is socially and culturally accepted and guaranteed by the laws. Also, from her Dutch
model there is a degree of judgement on the middle-Eastern models and representations of men; they are
more traditional, outdated, and sexist.

Breaking rules of politeness and decency and other transgressions
The situation “Girls drink” (ES) is a quite explicit illustration of this
dimension: the narrator is a young Sikh man, and from his point of
view, alcohol consumption is not encouraged, Sikh religion advises
against it, but it can be acceptable for men to go beyond this rule,
but not for women. He is quite shocked when in Barcelona he sees
for the first time in his life women drinking alcohol. This is actually
a pattern for which it is easy to find further illustrations;
transgression to a cultural norm can be more accepted for men
than women (eg: smoking, swearing etc..)
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Clothing
The situation Hot dress (NL) is a bit more subtle illustration of the
same dimension. A language teacher witnesses that the Egyptian
ladies participating in the class are making fun of the Slovakian
student who chose to wear a very sexy, revealing dress that day. The
teacher does not know how to react. To the teacher’s Dutch cultural
references all gender has the right and freedom to self-expression.
Dressing is one way how we express ourselves, our individuality.
Women have the same right to dress how they want.
If the North African ladies follow Islam, they have to
respect the prescription to cover with clothing what are considered
the intimate parts of the body (“awrah” in Arabic). The definition of
which body parts qualify as intimate varies according to the
different branches / schools of Islam. But there is a general
agreement in the requirement of dressing “modestly” and not using
dressing, exposure of skin as a means to attract attention. The
effect of a sexy dress following curves, uncovering skin can be
compared to the effect on westerners of a dress leaving the skin of
the ass appear. It provokes surprise, embarrassment and most
probably giggles. If a woman does not cover the intimate parts of
her body she is not presenting herself in a respectable way, she may be interpreted as trying to raise
attention with her looks and provokes sexual approaches from men.

Initiative / respect / autonomy
As basic principles of social organisation, representations related to gender are inextricably connected to
the questions of respect, autonomy, power relations and hierarchy. In the situation “Girls drink” (ES) after
the first shock of seeing women drink alcohol, the narrator is shocked again when he witnesses women to be
openly sexual and take initiative to engage in flirts – a privilege probably assigned to men in his cultural
setting. In the situation “Should not have paid” (HU) Hungarian girls pay the bill of the pastry shop while
their Turkish host is in the bathroom. He’s offended: he would have like the privilege as host to pay for them,
but letting the man pay repeatedly was not envisageable for the young ladies, they felt is as a threat of their
autonomy and equality.
In the situations “Hand on thighs” (FR) (a young man puts his hand on the thighs of the facilitator
under the table), “Ear whisperer” (ES) (a young man whispers sexual comments to the facilitator) and
“Declaration of love” (FR) (a young man declares his affections to the facilitator and does not take no for an
answer) male participants authorise themselves to take initiatives, making proposals for the female youth
workers, albeit in very different ways, each of them commits transgression, and does not take lack of consent
as a barrier. These behaviours have been accepted in many cultural settings and are accepted still but from
a post Me Too perspective all three behaviours qualify as acts of harassment, while in the reference frame
of the young men these were acceptable behaviours. In this perspective changes are going fast and fostered
by a part of population, mainly white- Western women, and this incidents show the challenge how to include
other cultural frames of referents, when this changes are felt as an imposition (imposed with no possibility
to add or question anything) can produce a non wanted contrary effect.
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Discourses about gender and their crossing with otherness
If confronting convictions that differ from your own is quite common in critical incidents, the opposite can
also happen: being reminded of a conviction or an idea that one would rather forget. We see this in the three
situations where a culture shock confirms a stereotype against which the narrator fights. This is the case in
the "Mrs. or Miss.?" (FR), "Naked" (FR) and “Declaration of love” (FR) incidents where the narrators got
shocked as the situation they experienced seemed to confirm the racist conviction stating that racialized
men are more sexist than white men4. The same concern may underlie the “Should not have paid” (HU)
incident, where the female youth worker associates being invited by a Turkish man to sexism and lack of
emancipation.
These incidents put the interculturally alert youth workers in an uncomfortable double bind: on the
one hand they are against stereotypes and prejudice and step up against quick judgement of people from
other backgrounds, in particular against expressions of xenophobia or racism. On the other hand, when the
other person threatens gender equality, the youth workers are facing the relativisation of values that are too
important and too sensitive in our present societies. Sexist comments remind of the times before Me Too,
before emancipation and gender equality, in this sense they are reminders of times that we already
overcame. For this reason the temptation is strong to point to a unique way of development:” if we overcame
this and embraced equality, so should you”. We’re even more motivated to distance ourselves from the
“backward” gender patterns, if our own progress is not that solid yet. As Margalit Cohen-Emerique (2011)
warns us, sometimes sensitivities emerge along progress and achievements of which we are not that sure
yet, so it could well be that this equality isn’t quite won yet in our own backyard either. And this awareness,
in our own fragility, is maybe the point of the multicultural mirror of gender, and also our escape from the
“femonationalist” trap. Essentializing the difference between Western and other societies, and finding proof
of our superiority in contrast to the practices and norms of others does not seem very fruitful. Instead, our
invitation would be to take the mirror and use diversity to ask new questions together as opposed to
repeating old answers alone.
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This discourse has been analysed by several authors. To explore the issue further, read "Feminism and Ethnoracialization of
Sexism in the Media" written by teacher-researcher Marion Dalibert. There are also some media articles not specialized in
social sciences that are particularly relevant on the subject; “The polymorphic and multicoloured nature of the urban jerk” by
Clemmie Wonders and "Violence Against Women in the Media: Between Instrumentalization and Invisibilization" published by
GLAD magazine.
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List of incidents
Title

Country

Mss or Mrs?

FR

Naked

FR

Declaration of Love

FR

Hand on thighs

FR

Handyman

NL

Naked

FR

Hot dress

NL

Whatsapp jokes

ES

Girls just want to have fun

ES

Girls drink

ES

The ear whisperer

ES

Should not have paid

HU

Predator in the training

HU

List of images
Women serving in the Afghan National Police wait to be recognized during the Ministry of the
Interior International Women’s Day celebration in Kabul, Afghanistan, March 13, 2016. The
women were among the 389 graduates of Basic Police Officer Training in Sivas, Turkey. (U.S.
Navy photo by Lt. Charity Edgar)
Lukas Avendano. Zapotec Muxe from Tehuantepec Oaxaca Mexico.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Muxe#/media/File:Lukas_Avendano._Zapotec_Muxe_from_Te
huantepec_Oaxaca_Mexico.jpg
Photo by Wildan Zainul Faki from Pexels
Photo by August de Richelieu from Pexels
Photo by ELEVATE from Pexels
Photo by Chris Creatives from Pexels
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